
 

STAFF SELECTION COMMISSION 

 

Recruitment of Sub-Inspectors in Delhi Police, CAPFs and Assistant Sub-Inspector in CISF 

Examination 2015 – Shortlisted candidates for Interview on basis of Review Medical 

Examination (RME) . 

 

 First list of 3,936 male and 229 female candidates qualifying for Interview in 

Recruitment of SI Delhi Police, CAPFs and Assistant Sub-Inspector in CISF Examination, 

2015 was declared 19-11-2015. 

2.  In the second list of candidates to be called for Interview there are total                 

1140 candidates (1096 FIT in RME and 44 FIT in Medical).  Four candidates are exempted 

in PET and 1136 are qualified in PET.   

3. Commission has decided to call for Interview all the candidates qualified in 

PET/exempted in PET (applicable only for Ex-S candidates) and FIT in Medical result 

subject to their having appeared in Paper-II. Gender of candidates has been taken from the 

PET/Medical result.   

4. Category-wise details of the candidates qualifying for Interview are:-  

(Male candidates) 

 SC ST OBC Ex.S* UR TOTAL 

CANDIDATES AVAILABLE 86 50 543  40 367 1046 

       *Ex-S candidates are shown in their category also.   

 (Female candidates) 

 SC ST OBC UR TOTAL 

CANDIDATES AVAILABLE 5 4 45 40 94 

i) PET/Medical Result of candidates have been taken from the Data sent by 
Regional Offices.   

ii) Category of candidates used at the time of Paper-I have been used for 
processing result of Paper-I+Paper-II. Candidates who had coded Category “4” 
(OBC for Delhi Police) have been shown in OBC category. 

 

5.   Candidates may note that as per Notice of the examination and instructions given in 

the OMR answer sheets, they were required to code/write their particulars correctly and 

append their signature/LTI on the answer sheets.  Such answer sheets which are without  

 

 

 

 



signature/LTI and where particulars such as name, roll number, ticket number and test form 

number were coded incorrectly, have not been evaluated.    

6.  The list is PROVISIONAL.  The candidates whose roll nos. figure in the list would be 

called for Interview subject to their fulfilling all the eligibility conditions/requirements as 

prescribed for post in the Notice of Examination and also subject to thorough verification of 

their identity with reference to their photographs, signatures, handwritings, etc., on the 

application forms, admission certificates, etc. If on verification of the application form, it is 

found that any candidate does not fulfill, any of the eligibility conditions, he/she will not be 

allowed for the Interview. 

7. The category status in respect of candidates belonging to reserved categories has 

been indicated along with their roll numbers.  If any candidate finds a mismatch between 

his/her name, roll number and category, he/she may bring it to the notice of the respective 

Regional Office of the Commission immediately.  

8. The Interview schedule will be available on concerned Regional Office’s website.  

Qualified eligible candidates who do not receive call letters for the Interview, at least one 

week before the commencement of Interview, should contact the concerned Regional 

Offices of the Commission immediately.  

9. The result is available on SSC’s website: http://ssc.nic.in.  Marks of the candidates 

will be placed on the Commission's website shortly. 

  

 Under Secretary(C.1/2) 

07.12.2015 
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